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Whether you have a home on wheels or a polyester tent, things can get pretty cramped when the whole family gets together. Check out our blog which covers our top storage solutions when camping and caravanning this summer. 

Vango Storage Organiser
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The Vango Storage Organizer is the ideal holiday companion. Picture having a busy hiking Saturday and returning back to your accommodation with nowhere to put your muddy boots. Well this Vango storage organizer has 9 compartments at varying heights suitable for shoes, clothing and any other items you wish to store. Fibreglass poles increase the stability and it has a fabric curtain to neatly hide the items after use. It also folds completely flat with its own handy carry bag for ease of transportation. At £36.95 it's an affordable option for budget conscious holidaymakers.

Vango Sky Storage 9 Pocket Tall Organizer
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Keep your belongings off the floor with a 9 pocket hanging organizer. This is a fantastic way to create extra storage space without taking up room in our living and sleeping areas. Supplied with the sky hooks and integrated eyelets you can simply hang and fill with ease. We recommend storing children's toys and activities in this pocket tall organizer, with 9 pockets to choose from a range of sizes it will keep your holiday activities nice and tidy. You could also store clothing, accessories, food and other items.

Outdoor Revolution Milano Aluminium Camp Wardrobe
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Spacious and hard wearing, the Outdoor Revolution Milano wardrobe is an excellent choice for storing items in your kitchen or sleeping areas. This cupboard features 4 shelves and 2 zipped compartments. It is built with a sturdy aluminum frame and laminated table top which can also be used to put items on. Weighing 4kg and a max load 30kg the Outdoor Revolution Milano Aluminum wardrobe is made to last for many happy trips ahead.

Outwell Caya Laundry Basket
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At £17.95 the Caya Laundry basket is fantastic quality for the small price tag. The lidded basket will keep your dirty laundry out of sight and the side handles make it extra easy to transport to the campsite washing facilities. When it's not in use it also folds completely flat. Made from polyester it can easily be cleaned on wetter camping trips in damp conditions.

Kampa Trucker Trolley
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The Kampa Trucker Trolley is ideal for transporting your holiday gear from A to B. With its large capacity, sturdy steel frame and strong swivel wheels it can hold up to 100kg of items. It also has a large pull handle perfect for pulling over uneven or loose ground at a festival or on the beach. Transporting your belongings has never been so easy!

Outwell Dawlish High Seat and Storage
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If multipurpose storage is your bag then take a look at the Outwell Dawlish High seat and storage combo. This storage box doubles up as a seat with a cushioned lid in stylish polyester grey fabric. Measuring 44.5cm tall and supporting up to 100kg the box is rigid keeping it strong and sturdy when used as a seat but also keeping its shape when used as a storage box. It can even be packed away when not in use to save space!

[image: ]

That completes our blog on Top storage solutions for camping and caravanning. Did you find it helpful? Check out all our other blogs on our camp life section of the website and shop all storage solutions online or in store today. Attwoolls Outdoors stock a variety of storage solutions for all types of holiday makers so do get in touch if you can't find what you're looking for. 


        If you’re looking to save space when camping or caravanning then finding unique and compact storage solutions is a must.


			Read on to discover our customer-favourite camping chairs for this year that are bestselling for a range of campers. Our bestselling camping chairs can be used at the beach, around the camp fire and at the top music festivals - whatever your planning for 2024! 

Bestselling Camping chairs at a glance:

Best Innovative camping chair: Vango Radiate DLX Chair

Best Camping chair: Zempire Stargazer Chair

Best Lightweight camping chair: Kampa Tub Chair

Best Budget camping chair: Easy Camp Boca Chair

Best Folding camping chair: Outwell Catamarca XL armchair 

Best Outdoor Activity chair: Balmoral Camping Stool

Best Children's camping chair: Kampa Mini Tub Chair-Unicorns

Best Lounging camping chair: Dometic Opulence Deluxe Recliner

1 - Vango Radiate DLX Chair - £69.95
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If you're looking for an innovative chair, the Vango Radiate DLX chair could be for you. This chair has a built-in heating element so you can stay cosy on chilly camping trips. With 4 heating settings at the touch of a button when connected to a compatible power bank you can get a touch of luxury on your camping trip. Not only will you stay warm this chair has 7 seating positions from upright to flat with a padded seat and backrest for ultimate comfort.

2 - Zempire Stargazer Chair - £89.95
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The Zempire Stargazer chair is an essential camping chair for your next trip away. Comfortable and durable it is fully foldable which is ideal for packing in the back of the car and it comes with a handy carry bag. The stargazer chair has adjustable arms so you can change the height to suit your needs and an insulated cup holder to keep your drinks nice and cold on a warm summer's day.

3 - Kampa Tub Chair - £29.95
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After a fun day of exploring, sit back and relax in the Kampa Tub Chair. Lightweight and easy to assemble it's perfect for camping, caravanning, picnics and days out - opening and folding in seconds. It also comes with a complimentary carry bag for ease of transportation and packing neatly away in the car. It’s great for every occasion.

4 - Easycamp Boca chair - £17.95
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The Boca chair is a bestseller at Attwoolls for the quick erection time and affordable price. At £17.95 it's ideal for summer BBQ’s, camping trips and picnics on the beach. Lightweight with a strong metal frame, this Easycamp chair also comes with a carry bag for ease of storage and portability. You can even rest your drink in its mesh cup holder. 

5 - Outwell Catamarca chair - £23.95
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With an extra wide seat and lightweight powder-coated steel frame, the Outwell Catamarca chair is ideal for longer weekend trips away. At only £23.95 you have all the comfort without the expense and is perfect for beginner campers and caravanners.

6 - Vango Balmoral Stool - £9.95
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Lightweight yet durable the Vango Balmoral stool is a foldable tripod design perfect for various outdoor activities. Its compact size means you can just pop in your rucksack for sporting events, fishing, and photography - the activities are endless. It also has a carry strap and is made with an outdoor polyester canvas to withstand the test of the great outdoors.

7 - Kampa Mini Tub Chair - £24.95
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The Kampa Mini Tub chair is a bestseller amongst our younger audience. Available in 3 fun designs for children and all-round padded seating it will be comfy and durable on endless summer holiday camping trips for your little ones.

8 - Dometic Opulence Relaxer - £129.95
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Sit back and relax in the Dometic Opulence Relaxer chair on your next camping trip. With a bungee cord system so you can recline to a fully flat position you will be the envy of your campsite. This chair has a host of great features including an adjustable headrest, detachable tray and drink holder and padded mesh fabric for comfort. It also folds down compactly for ease of transportation to and from your car.

Whatever your camping setup looks like, Attwoolls have a huge range of camping chairs on the website and in-store. Come into the store to view and try all our camping chairs or shop bestselling camping chairs online. You can also discover our other blog posts on our camplife section of the website. 


        From loungers to folding chairs and ones to pop in your backpack, Attwoolls have a huge range of bestselling camping chairs no matter what your trip entails. 


			Whether you plan to camp long term or just for the weekend Attwoolls have a massive range of camping tables to suit everyone. Discover bestselling camping tables on our website for whatever your adventure throws at you. 



Best Camping tables at a glance

Best small camping table: Kampa side table

Best low camping table: Outwell nain low table  

Best adjustable table: Dometic Zero Large Table

Best dining table: Vango Granite Duo Table

Best picnic table: Kampa Happy picnic table 

Best family table: Easy Camp Menton Large table

Best table set: Outwell Corda Picnic Table set

Best Aluminium table: Kampa Dometic Leaf Medium Slatted Table

1 - Kampa Side Table - £16.95
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Our first best selling camping table had to be the Kampa Side table. Lightweight, durable and conveniently folds flat, the Kampa side table is ideal for camping, caravanning and even picnics in the summer! This is a great little table to be used for your morning coffee under the canopy or beside your bed for a light and book in the evenings.

2 - Outwell Nain Low Table - £18.95
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Just like the Kampa side table, the Outwell Nain Low can be used as a side table in our bedroom area or as a neat coffee table. Opening and folding in seconds, this impactful table has an aluminium frame, lightweight and easy to carry to and from your pitch.

3 - Dometic Zero Light Oak Table  from  £89.98
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Stylish and hard wearing the Dometic Zero Light Oak table is ultra-lightweight with adjustable legs. This table has an aluminum frame with a solid composite top. We love the light oak look and finish making your tent or caravan feel like a home. This table folds down small, perfect for fitting in the car and caravan when not in use.

4 - Vango Granite Duo Table  from £29.95
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Suitable for two people, the Vango Granite Duo Table is a great height for a dining table. The adjustable legs mean you can also use it as a coffee table by reducing the height. The top is robust and extremely durable and can be adjusted to remain flat on uneven ground. Not only is it durable but it folds away neat too! Simply fold the table and legs to create a compact carry case for ease of transportation and storage

5 - Kampa Happy Picnic Table - £49.95
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If you're on the hunt for a new family camping table then this next table will be perfect! The Kampa Happy picnic table is a 2 in 1 table and seats combination. It folds away easily and even has a built-in parasol hole to protect the little ones from the beaming sunshine. At £49.95 we feel this is an amazing quality table perfect for families. Its hybrid aluminium and steel frame means you can bring this table out year on year.

6 - Easy Camp Menton Large Table from £39.95
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Enjoy the great outdoors with the Easy Camp Menton Large table designed with adventures in mind. It has a host of great features including crossbar support, steel legs, uneven ground adjustment, laminated top and folding completely flat. It's obvious why the Menton table is a bestseller and can seat between 2-4 people. 

7 - Outwell Corda Picnic Table set - £124.95
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Get the family together with the Outwell Corda Picnic Table set seating 4 people. Not only is it excellent quality waterproof plastic but the table and chairs fold in seconds allowing more time to spend with your loved ones. This table set up also comes with a carry bag so you can move it around with ease.

8 - Dometic Leaf Slatted Table from £34.95
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This aluminum slatted table from Dometic is available in two sizes and ideal for camping, caravanning and entertaining in the garden. Made with high-quality and waterproof aluminium making it sturdy for plates, cups and magazines as you relax on your holiday.

So that completes our 8 bestselling camping table blog post for this week. If you do need any help or advice finding the perfect camping table then pop into the store to view our range or look on our website. Looking for a new camping chair too? Check out our blog on 8 bestselling camping chairs.


        Investing in a strong, good quality table is a must when camping. It’s the one place everyone gathers around together to make those memorable camping moments. Shop our bestselling Camping tables in this blog. 


			If you’ve never camped in spring time before then read on to discover why we feel spring is one of the best times of year to holiday. Dust off your camping chairs, grab your favourite book and embrace Spring camping in all its glory!

 

Less Busy

If you're used to camping in the busy summer holidays then spring time camping will be bliss. Less noise and fewer campers on the site means you can sit, back and relax and enjoy what camping is all about. The easter break often falls in March and April which will increase footfall on your camping and caravan site but you’ll find it will be a lot less busy than the summer holiday months like July and August, so you can enjoy the campsite facilities with ease.

 

Scenery

April is bursting with beautiful scenery and definitely a top reason to camp in spring time. Whether you like bluebell filled woodlands, endless meadow fields or simple beach scenes then April is ideal for campers looking to enjoy the glorious scenery the UK has to offer. Picture this; you’ve stepped outside your camper to view blooming daffodils on a mild spring morning. Great way to start the day right?

 

Wildlife

Just like the scenery, the wildlife in April is also booming. Lambing season starts in early spring and it's also a fantastic time to see birdlife across the UK. Green tits, swallows and robins to name a few all raise their offspring in April so birdwatching is a must when camping in spring. If your interested in wild life then check out Country File's Spring watch.

There are also less flies and bugs around in the spring, unlike the summer months you can enjoy camping near water and cooking alfresco without sheltering from the endless bugs and flies. No need to apply mosquito spray in April! If you love nature like we do then embrace camping and caravanning in April to the sound of wildlifes chorus.

 

Weather

The weather in the UK is sometimes unpredictable which is why as a nation we are always prepared with a brolly in the car or a raincoat on the backseat. Don’t let April showers put you off holidaying in springtime. We also experience glorious sunshine in April and the mild temperature means we can enjoy many activities like hiking, wild swimming, horse riding, birdwatching and nature trails without it being too hot or cold.

 

Affordable

Holidaying in April is a great option for campers and caravanners looking for a more affordable option. Often campsites are just opening up for the season and offering reduced rates to get you back on the site. Less crowds mean you can enjoy the site facilities without queuing and April holidays can be just as fun for less!

We hope you have been inspired to head off camping or hit the road this April. It really is a fantastic time of the year to enjoy nature, mild weather and a range of outdoor activities. Reduced rates mean you can splash out on fun things to do with your family and enjoy the less-populated sites!

Check out our other blog posts for camping and caravanning tips and tricks here. Or shop online here for all your holiday must haves!
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        Just like the birds and flowers, camping in spring can be full of life and adventures.


			This blog covers our 3 simple tips to extend the lifespan of your Isabella awning so you can enjoy endless adventures with your Isabella. 

Tip One - Wash your awning frequently

Lots of problems can occur with leaking awnings and this usually comes down to people not maintaining their awning correctly. You should clean your awning frequently. Bugs, bird excrement and pollen all settle on the canvas degrading the fabric. This reduced the life-span of your awning if not kept clean. 

If you're planning to spend time near the sea then keeping your awning clean is important. This will stop build up of sea water salts. The salt in the wind binds moisture in the air breaking down the awning fabric. Not washing your Isabella awning regularly when holidaying near the beach will reduce the lifespan of your awning. 

Tip Two - No Aerosols inside your awning

The use of aerosoles inside your awning will reduce the lifespan of your Isabella awning. Switch to roll on deodorant, cream mosquito repellent and use hairspray outside of the realm of your awning to protect the canvas and its make up. 

Tip Three - Prevent creases on your window films

Isabella’s window films need to remain transparent but also pack away easily when you're on the move. There is no way to prevent window creasing completely but taking care when packing your awning away will definitely reduce your window film getting wounded. 

If your awning has been stored away for a long period consider taking the window panels out and hanging above a radiator to minimize creases and folds before use. If you have an awning with a reversible curtain feature make sure the small curtain holders are removed before packing to prevent damage.

We hope you have found our 3 tips to make your Isabella awning last longer useful.  If you would like anymore advice or help with your Isabella awning do speak to our experts in store or via email - camping@attwoolls.co.uk we are more than happy to help.

Shop all Isabella products here.
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        As a destination dealer we are proud to be showcasing this biggest selection of Isabella Awnings, furniture and accessories in the UK.

But do you know how to look after your Isabella awning? 


			The weather is mild, the scenery is colorful and with schools allowing 2 weeks off over the Easter holidays means you can spend quality time with loved ones. We’ve compiled our favourite Easter camping activities to keep your little ones entertained when camping at Easter.

Easter Egg Hunt

An Easter Egg hunt is a classic easter activity which had to make our list! Not only does it involve delicious chocolate eggs but you can get the whole family involved. Hide the eggs around your tent, caravan or even the campsite for your kids to find. If you have older kids consider hiding them in harder to see places keeping them entertained!

Easter Bunny Paw prints

Now we’ve all heard of Santa’s footprints at Christmas but have you considered making Easter bunny footprints for Easter? Create a template with card and sprinkle flour to create the foot shape just outside your tent or caravan. This will make your littles ones excited for Easter knowing they’ve been visited by the Easter bunny! (You could even add a letter from the bunny himself!)

Egg and Spoon Relay Race

Egg and spoon relays with chocolate prizes is a great way to keep family entertained on your easter camping trip. Enjoyed by all, an egg and spoon race can get very competitive (not just with the kids) but all the family and burn off some of their energy too!

Painting egg shells

Easter isn’t just about chocolate eggs, Christians believe eggs are symbolic of Jesus’ resurrection and eggs celebrate new life. Painting eggs is a great camping activity for all the family. All you need is eggs, paints and brushes and this is a relaxing camping activity for Easter.

Easter Movie Night

Sit back, relax and enjoy a classic easter movie with your loved ones while camping this Easter. Popular children's movies such as Peter Rabbit or Hop can be enjoyed by everyone and will help them wind down after a chocolate filled day! Check out our Outwell movie screen here for endless entertainment options while camping or caravanning.

So that completes our Easter camping activitie’s blog post. Whatever you get up to this Easter we hope you have been inspired to try our Easter camping activities - fun for all the family!

Visit our website for all your camping and caravanning furniture and accessories here. 
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        Easter is an egg-citing time of year for everyone, when else is it egg-ceptable to eat chocolate eggs for breakfast!? Easter is a fantastic time of year to head off camping or caravanning.


			Today's blog highlights our clothing and footwear ranges to inspire you to shop at Attwoolls Outdoors.

Clothing was introduced to the Attwoolls brand back in the 80’s and although the fashion might have changed a bit since then this is a successful part of the Attwoolls business and we regularly update our clothing and footwear offerings as the seasons change year after year. Selling a range of top clothing brands at Attwoolls in the lifestyle and technical clothing markets. Over the years we have adapted to cater to everyone. 

Lifestyle Clothing

Stocking top brands such as Lighthouse, Brakeburn and Weird Fish we have clothing for men and women in store. Shop waterproof coats, jackets, jumpers and outdoor leisure themed tees we cater to the outdoor enthusiasts. Keep your camping trip stylish with our range of Brakeburn lifestyle clothing. Summer dresses, floral tops and stylish patterns - what's not to love? Known for their effortless styles, you can be the trendiest camper on the site! 

Technical Clothing

If you're on the hunt for some technical clothing for your upcoming trip then we also sell a range of reputable outdoor leisure brands. Regatta and Sprayway are popular amongst the hiking communities. We offer waterproof coats, trousers and warm winter fleeces. Shop our range of thermal packable jackets for adults and children in store. Mac in Sac body warmers and coats are a high quality brand we offer in our showroom.

Designer Clothing

We also stock top designer clothing brands in store such as Barbour. View our range of core coats for men and women that can be worn year on year and still feel stylish. Popular styles such as Sapper, Ashby and Powell in the quilted and wax jackets stocked in a range of size for all. Please come into store to check colour and size availability.

Footwear

Come into the store to view and test our range of hiking boots and shoes. With all the well-known brands like HiTec, Grisport and Sprayway you will be spoilt for choice! We have footwear for men and women in a range of sizes and styles. In the warmer months we also cater for summer walking with sandals, flip flops and sliders. Discover our range of wellington boots for all ages. Patterned, plain and brightly coloured we have all the shoes you could think of to please the outdoor leisure customer!

Accessories

Not only do we sell a huge range of clothing in store but we also sell a range of accessories to support clothing. Do you need a quirky pair of wellie socks for your new wellingtons or some hiking poles for your weekend away? Well Attwoolls have you covered selling socks, scarfs, gloves, neck warmers, hats and more!

Bags and Rucksacks

Are you a keen hiker in 2024? Shop our range of bags and rucksacks in store today. Whether you're looking for a 10L daypack for your essentials or a 40L travel bag for months of backpacking we have something for all travellers in store. Various sizes, colours and styles to suit everyone. Not sure what bag you need? Simply ask a member of staff for advice choosing the right bag for you!

We hope this blog has inspired you to check out our clothing ranges in store. We believe Attwoolls Outdoors is an emporium of outdoor leisure products and continue to adapt our stock throughout the seasons. Checkout our other blog posts here or visit our social pages to stay up to day with all things Attwoolls Outdoors.
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        Located just off the M5 junction 13, Attwoolls Outdoors is a well recognised outdoor leisure brand selling a whole host of exciting products but did you know we sold clothing? 


			Do not worry, we are camping experts and here to help you find the perfect tent. We would recommend that the best place to start is to understand what you are looking for. Thinking about and answering these questions will help determine the best tent for you. 

Group size - How many people are sleeping in my tent?

How many people are sleeping in my tent is an excellent starting point when finding the right tent for you. Tents can range from sleeping 1 person to even 14 people depending on what you're looking for. You need to know how many people to cater for when camping to know if your tent is a suitable size for your needs. 

Weight - Do you need to be able to carry your tent?

Often campers get amazed by top tent features and forget they may need to carry the tent from a car park to their pitch. Tents can be heavy and it's important to check the weight prior to buying a new tent. If you're a backpacker you will need to consider the weight of the tent as it will likely be on your back. Nobody wants a bad back from a poor choice so do your research and check the weight of your tent!

Season - What time of year and where are you camping?

Of course summer is the most popular time of the year to enjoy the great outdoors and go camping in the UK. If you're brave enough to face the winter months camping you will need to consider if your tent can withstand harsh winds and lots of rain. Choosing a better quality and sturdy tent will improve your camping experience. If you are thinking of camping overseas there are also options of different tent fabrics that might be better suited to warmer climates.

Experience level - Are you a camping newcomer or veteran?

Depending on your experience camping you may opt for a lower spec tent when trialling if camping is for you. Tents can be expensive and this is usually reflected in the technical features they include. If you're new to camping then you will also need to consider pitching your tent and putting away. This can be difficult (even for experienced campers)  if you don’t know what you're doing, or purchase a tent which is unsuitable for your needs.

Usage - What are you using it for?

Establishing your tent's purpose is an important factor when choosing the right tent for you. Are you a family looking to sleep, relax and socialise in your tent? Or are you more of an explorer, using your tent solely for sleeping? Whatever your usage we have a great range of tents in store and online to suit your needs.

Budget - How much would you like to spend on a Tent?

Now let's get down to the nitty gritty! The budget for your tent is one of the most critical factors when thinking about buying. If you're thinking of camping for years to come then consider your tent as an investment. Size, fabric, brand and features will all affect the price you pay for the tent and you want something that will be reliable for future camping trips. Whatever your budget there is something for everyone.

So that completes our guide on questions to ask when buying a new tent. Buying a high cost item can be daunting but our camping experts are here to help and make your Attwoolls experience enjoyable. Pop into the store to view our tent displays and chat to the experts or shop online here. 
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        Looking for a new tent this summer? Finding the perfect tent can be daunting when you’re new to camping. 


			From travel accessories to camping kitchenware, we stock a range of gifts for outdoor loving mums for Mothers day. 

Gift One - Changing Robe

Our changing robes are a great choice for the adventure seeking mum this mothers day. Changing Robes are multipurpose and can be used after a swim on the beach, warming up around the campfire or simply walking the dog in wet weather. We stock two brands in store of dry robes Brakeburn and Regatta in colourful and fun designs to treat your mum this mothers day. 

Gift Two - Vango Waterproof Dry Bag Set

Is your mum a little on the wild side? The Vango waterproof dry bag set is perfect for keeping her belongings safe and dry when hiking, kayaking, travelling or even on their commute. Constructed from a tough and durable fabric it can line a rucksack or be placed in your kayak to keep things nice and dry. This item comes with 3 sizes and perfect for the outdoorsy mum this mothers day! This may be the gift she didn't know she needed. 

Gift Three - Kampa Melamine Dinner Set

Perfect for hosting, our range of melamine dinner sets in store and online are an ideal gift for adding a touch of home comfort on the campsite. Available in a variety of stylish designs, colours and finishes we think mums will love this gift idea!

Gift Four - Vango Sky Storage 9 pocket organiser

Does your mum have lots of makeup, shoes and personal items that always get left around the tent? Why not purchase a Vango Sky storage organiser. Keep your space tidy with the 9 pocket organiser. Made from duo-weave fabric, this strong and durable pocket organiser is the perfect gift this mothers day.

Gift Five - Regatta Sweetheart Fleece

Regattas' much-loved sweetheart fleece is the ideal gift for a mum who is always on the go. It can be used as a versatile mid layer for walking the dog or on the school run, evenings in the garden, colder nights camping and everything in between. With a range of colours available there is a colour for every mum!

Gift Six - Camper Smiles 12 Piece picnic Set with Cool bag

Ideal for picnics, camping and caravanning this Camper smiles set with cool bag is stylish and fun. Ideal for getting the whole family together and enjoying the outdoors. Made from strong melamine that's crack and break proof, you can enjoy family outings for years to come just with this one gift!

Gift Seven - Highlander Cargo bag 100L

Treat your mum this mothers day with a weekend away using our Highlander Cargo 100L bag in olive. It is extra roomy and great for storing all your weekend essentials. With two strong carry handles and adjustable shoulder strap she can carry everything in comfort.

Gift Eight - Lifeventure Thermal Mug

The Lifeventure thermal mug is the perfect accessory for mums who love to travel, hike or even on a long work commute. Holding 300ml of hot or cold drinks can be enjoyed for up to 6 hours when hot or 12 hours when cold. Get your mum a travel mug this mothers day!

That completes our 8 Mothers day gifts for the outdoors loving mums in our lives. We have something for everyone at Attwoolls Outdoors so be sure to come into the store and check out all the items mentioned in our blog. Not local? Some items can be shopped online too! If you're struggling for an idea this Mothers day an Attwoolls voucher is also a fantastic option. It has no minimum monetary value and no expiry date so your mum can choose the perfect gift for her. 
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        Does your Mum love being outdoors? Attwoolls stock a range of gifts for outdoor lovers; perfect for treating your mum this Mothers day.


			Whether you're a seasonal camper or a beginner, everyone is feeling how the cost of living has affected us all this year. This blog overs our Attwoolls guide on budget camping.

Location

Where you chose to holiday this year is an important factor when trying to save the pounds. More tourist-y destinations are popular for a reason and will increase the price of your pitch. Consider opting for a less tourist packed destination. You’ll see a huge decrease in the price for your pitch. Often campsites situated in less known towns are rich with free activities like hiking, natural trails and wild swimming spots that don’t cost you a penny!

You don’t need to travel far for a change of scenery! Budget camping is all about the research. Search for campsites within an hour of your home address. You can find budget friendly campsites on social media recommended by other, likeminded travellers. Search for campsites in your area online looking at facilities and location. Often nearby locations are overlooked when you can have a great holiday no matter where you are!

Time of year

Camping on a budget requires plenty of research. Choosing to camp in the off season will considerably lower the rate of your holiday pitch. Let's be honest the UK weather is very interchangeable and we can never guarantee great weather even in summer. Pack your raincoats and focus on making memories with your family!

Essentials only

We’ve all been there with a car rammed with camping equipment, some essential and some luxury items. Did you really need that extra pillow? One way to ensure your camping trip will be budget friendly is only buying the essentials. If you're a beginner camper it can be overwhelming with the sheer range of camping products we stock. Chat to our Attwoolls experts about the essential items for your next budget friendly camping trip, so you don’t get carried away!

Invest in quality Camping equipment

Camping can be seen as an investment and something your family can enjoy year after year. Therefore investing in quality camping equipment means you won’t need to buy new items each time you decide to go away. It may seem like a large expense with the average family tent costing over £1000 today but it paves the way for future camping trips. If you're choosing to invest in expensive camping equipment make sure you look after it! Keeping your tent clean, packed away neatly and in a dry location will ensure endless camping trips in the future.

Entertainment

Entertaining the family doesn’t need to be difficult with our budget friendly camping activities. Many camping destinations offer free entertainment like bike hire and enjoying the great outdoors. Hiking, walking, wild swimming or nature trails are in abundance in the UK and can be enjoyed no matter what the weather. 

Camping activities don’t need to be complicated, sometimes the little things like telling stories round the fire, painting beach pebbles, playing cards until midnight. Why not make a fun quiz for the whole family on a rainy camping night. 

Bring your own food

Another way to reduce the cost of your camping trip is to bring your own food. Prepare meals before you go to minimise spending those extra pennies on missing shopping items. Often families arrive at campsites and the nearest supermarket is not very budget friendly. Bring everything you need for your camping trip and prepare any food that you can easily cook when you need it. For example, fancy some pancakes for breakfast? Prepare your pancake mix and put it into a bottle ready to pour into the pan for that morning. Planning meals ahead of your camping trip avoids last minute shopping trips and going over your weekly camping budget. 

So that completes our Attwoolls guide to camping on a budget. We hope you have been reassured that camping can be just as fun without all the luxury items and a little planning and research can really elevate your budget friendly holiday. 

Shop all our camping products online here or come into our store and view our ranges for yourself. Our Attwoolls experts are always on hand to offer advice and answer any questions you may have. 
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        With over 65 years of camping experience here at Attwoolls we like to think we know a thing or two about camping. Find out our tips for camping on a budget. 
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Get exclusive deals you won't find anywhere else straight to your inbox:
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 We’d love to send you money-off vouchers, exclusive offers and the latest info from Attwoolls Outdoors by email. We’ll always treat your details with the utmost care and won’t share them with any third party. You can, of course, opt out of these communications at any time! See our Privacy Policy for more info.
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